


Didier Marcel, Untitled, at the Kunstihoone, Tallinn.







Ian Wilson, ‘There was a discussion’



This isn’t it.

 
A person passes through the museum and thinks about something that 
isn’t art. He picks a location, signs the surface nearest, and blows up a 

balloon.
The balloon is left behind.

Ben Kinmont



Shimabuku, ‘Exhibition like Moon’, at the Kunstihoone, Tallinn.



Dan Walsh, Untitled, Glass piece, at the Muzeum Sztuki, Lodz.



Dan Walsh, Untitled, Glass piece, at the Musée d’Art Contemporain, Lyon.





Olivier Mosset, Untitled, Wallpainting, at the CAC, Vilnius.Olivier Mosset, Untitled, Wallpainting, at the CAC, Vilnius.Olivier Mosset, Untitled, Grey Wallpainting, at the CAC, Vilnius.





Olivier Mosset, Untitled, L Door painting, at the ICA, London.



Brian Eno, ‘Second Virtual Dream Bells’, at the Kunstihoone, Tallinn.



Claude Lévêque, ‘Elise Van Elise’, at the Muzeum Sztuki, Lodz.



Pierre Huyghe, Poster, at the CAC Vilnius



Pierre Huyghe, Poster, at the Kunstinhoone, Tallinn



Expat-art Centre / EA C
An exhibition happening everywhere, at all times, with everyone.

Expat-Art Centre / EA C is an exhibition that takes place when the galleries of an art institution, i.e. a museum or an 
art centre are closed. It takes place in the time that follows the closure of an exhibition leading to the installation of the 
following one, or during those moments of inaction dictated by fi nancial circumstances, refurbishment or other reasons.

EA C bears all the constitutive parameters that defi ne an exhibition, yet altering only one when in switching the context 
of space to non space. This curatorial model simultaneously becomes both an exhibition in a moment of time and an 
exhibition of a moment of time, situated in the in-between; the in-between of times, of spaces as well as the in-between of 
exhibitions and venues. 

Ian Wilson’s work, ‘There was a discussion’ (2004), could literally signify this schism - the interstice between time and 
exhibition - as a result of passing discussions, encompassing several continuums such as the discussion between two ex-
hibitions within this momentary pause, and the passing discussions throughout Wilson’s career who in 1968 hailed discus-
sion as his art form. This in-between becomes the social and democratic interstice of art production and the reintroduction 
of a moment of conviviality in a cold economic factor.

EA C does not only take the usual and pre-formatted exhibition calendar of an exhibition venue (inward look) into consi-
deration, but the entire system that is created by the multitude of institutions (outward look). EA C is both the negative of 
the exhibition calendars and schedules as well as the exponential accumulation of previously unused time. 

‘Exhibition like Moon’ (2004), to borrow the title of Shimabuku’s contribution to the exhibition, EA C is an exhibition 
whose path mirrors that of the moon. In the empirical believe that we will see the moon the following night, this exhibi-
tion has the potential to simultaneously be everywhere, travelling the globe, becoming an exhibition happening everywhe-
re, at all times, with all people. This in turns echoes beautifully with how Brian Eno envisaged his piece for EA C, ‘a self 
generative art work travelling the globe’.

Since EA C is self contained and generative, being the model of an exponential exhibition, the outcome is easily identi-
fi able. Since this is an exhibition that happens when the art institution is closed, as such it only exists in this form through 
the work of the artists, and only the ignition of the process will enable its permanent movement. An exhibition of time 
with no date, of place with no space. 

Artist Pierre Huyghe reintroduces the notion of time and locality, characterising the moment in which this exhibition takes 
shape. In each of the subsequent venues, a local newspaper cover will be stripped bare of its entire contents, with only the 
dates of the exhibition remaining, and an indication of the idea of the location through the name of the newspaper. While 
Huyghe models the remaining shred that defi nes this exhibition (time and location), in his work ‘This isn’t it’ (2004), 
the artist Ben Kinmont leaves the art institution with only a trace of evidence that an event has taken place. Visitors are 
then invited to sign up to a subscription of photographs taken of each occurrence of the same event in subsequent venues. 
Ultimately only the accumulation of Pierre Huyghe’s newspaper front covers, and the cumulative publication co-ordinated 
by Kinmont, will reveal the time and place that constitute the exhibition.

In equally considering the monochrome, the sign and the motif, Olivier Mosset considers painting in an environment 
denying paint. In stacking two model chairs one on top of the other in an environment denying space, Didier Marcel has 
created both an abstract drawing and a model that refl ects the status of the closed art institution. Claude Lévêque, in his 
piece ‘Elise Van Elise’ (2004), has conceived the ‘unifying factor’ of an exhibition. Through an economy of means, Lévê-
que presents us with the artifi cial recreation of a space.

Dan Walsh’s glass panel will gradually crack and break over time though its longevity will be sustained, as through each 
presentation it will decay and disappear, enabling its permanent existence. This combined with its inherent transparency 
offers a beautiful parallel to the thinness and fragility of an exhibition simply defi ned by two moments in time.

By Mathieu Copeland



Shimabuku, ‘Exhibition like Moon’, at the Musée d’Art Contemporain Lyon.

EA C at Bizart, Shanghai, 18th of May – 1st of June 2005,

Our gratitude goes to all at Bizart, in particularly its director Davide Quadrio; Claude Hudelot and the French Consulate 
in Shanghai; Caroline Ferreira and the AFAA; Annee de la France en Chine; Simon Kirby of Artists Link and the British 
Council; Olivier Mosset; oliviermosset@incognito.vu; Pro Helvetia - Fondation Suisse pour la culture and Pierre Schaer.

Mathieu Copeland wishes to express his gratitude to all the artists who took part in this exhibition and whose on going 
generosity makes this exhibition possible, Brian Eno, Pierre Huyghe, Ben Kinmont, Claude Lévêque, Didier Marcel, 
Olivier Mosset, Shimabuku, Dan Walsh and Ian Wilson. We also wishes to acknowledge all those who managed to 
produce this exhibition, the ICA - Institute of Contemporary Arts in London - Philip Dodd & Lucy Shanahan, the Musée 
d’Art Contemporain in Lyon, in particular its director Thierry Raspail, assisted by Francoise Haon. All at the AFAA in 
Paris and especially Aurelie Wacquant. Sophie Claudel and the French Embasy in London. All the venues that have joi-
ned the adventure so far, and gave EA C its reality, the Muzeum Sztuki in Lodz Poland 2 – 24 July 2004, CAC Contem-
porary Art Centre Vilnius Lithuania 31 October – 19 November 2004 (Kestutis Kuizinas and Valentinas Klimasauskas), 
the Kunstihoone in Tallinn Estonia 21 Dec 2004 – 11 Jan 2005 (Anders Harm); David Metcalfe, Eileen Morrison and all 
at Forma; And Agnieszka Kurant, for her love and constant support.

Text Translation: Alexia Dehaene & Vigy Jin. Graphic art and design: Mathieu Copeland. Published to accompany 
EA C at Bizart, Shanghai, 18th of May – 1st of June 2005. © the artists / Mathieu Copeland / EA C.
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